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The theory of linguistic kinship between the Altaic languages, as you well know, has been established by Ramstedt in the 20th century. Though Ramstedt has opposed the idea of a genetic relationship in this group at the initial stage, subsequently he has defended and elaborated the theory by incorporating Turkic, Mongolian, Manchu-Tungusian and even Korean in the Altaic Family. Later, his prominent supporter N. Poppe, has published these cross-linguistic comparative studies in Vergleichende Grammatik der altaischen Sprachen, Teil 1, Vergleichende Lautlehre (Comparative Grammar of Altaic Languages, Part 1, Comparative Phonetics)."

Of course there are opponents and supporters to any theory. Looking at their substantial and serious publications, we can cite the names of G. Clauson and G. Doerfer as immediate antagonists to the theory of linguistic kinship among the Altaic languages. However, in his late publications Doerfer shows signs of change in his ideas on the subject compared with his initial opinions (cf. Clauson 1956, 1958; Doerfer 1975, p. 318-347).

Doerfer, though he did not abandon his fundamental stand, he changed his views in his late publications especially on the "proto

* This article is the my first rejection about the Altaic theory and read at “International Conference on Altaic Studies, 17th-19th August 2002” in Beijing. After 2002 I have devoted about similar topic more two articles: Ölmez 2007; Ölmez 2013.

types" of loan words and their basic phonetic forms. There is a sequence of debates on setasisim or rotasism, between Doerfer and Tekin in papers published in the Central Asiatic Journal (Doerfer 1984; Tekin 1975).

Ramstedt and Poppe, or, Clauson and Doerfer naturally had their adherents and opponents, but they all tried to interpret the subject within their own specific research domain contributing an enormous amount to the topics of study (Ramstedt 1952, 1957, 1966; Poppe 1960, 1965). Menges for instance analysed the problem within the framework of Asiatic languages while Tekin treated the subject by analysing the old and new sound new patterns of Old Turkish and Mongolian within the data he obtained from these languages (Menges 1968; Tekin 1969, 1975, 1979, 1986, 1991).

Ramstedt also used Korean for his comparisons but, the subsequent researches on the subject proved that a considerable amount of his examples did not actually belong to the lexical inventory of the languages that he intended for (Ramstedt 1949).

Miller took up Japanese and Korean along with the other Altaic languages but his comparisons are more specific and detailed on Korean and Mongolian rather than Turkic and Mongolian (Miller 1971). Miller's recent researches on prefixes etc. has been evaluated by Menges (Menges 1975; later also J. Janhunen).

In short, the languages treated under the title of Altaic languages, were compared phonetically based on the contrasts of lexicological evidence. In their essays Clauson and Doerfer, claim that the references used by Altaists as evidences of linguistic kinship, are in fact quotations from an 'unknown era' before the written records' of that particular language. Or they judge these words as borrowings from the other asiatic languages. In Doerfer's research, one can see examples which describes the titles of social rank under this heading. The words like, tegin “prince”, bitiğin “secretary”, tengirin “the sky” are included in this group (Doerfer 1993a, 1993b).

These comparisons proved that the closest language to Turkish is Mongolian. Furthermore, it has been discovered that the closest language to Mongolian is Manchu-Tungusian in this group. Whether fostered by linguistic kinship or by borrowing, these comparative studies revealed important results. The corresponding lexical items in Turkic and Mongolian proved the fact that:

One syllable words in Turkic correspond to two syllable examples in Mongolian, and, two syllable words in Turkic correspond to three syllable examples in Mongolian (mostly from Ölmez 1991).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CT yaf} & \quad \text{“to hide, to cover”} \quad = \quad \text{Mo. *dali-} \\
\text{CT ye} & \quad \text{“a kind of plant”} \quad = \quad \text{Mo. *dere (deresün)} \\
\text{CT yeq} & \quad \text{“better”} \quad = \quad \text{Mo. degedi (dege + i)} \\
\text{CT yayır} & \quad \text{“a saddle-gall”} \quad = \quad \text{Mo. dayarı (day + a + r + u)} \\
\text{CT yuz} & \quad \text{“face”} \quad = \quad \text{Mo. diiri}
\end{align*}
\]

Though very few, there are nevertheless some conflicting examples to this rule, like, a single syllable Turkic word corresponding to a single syllable Mongolian word or a double syllable Turkic word corresponding to a double syllable Mongolian word.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{CT yaq} & \quad \text{“a rain-coat”} \quad = \quad \text{Mo. daqu}
\end{align*}
\]

In the phonetic studies, the Common Turkic š and ž sounds have been compared mostly with Mo. l, lj, r sounds and the proto forms of these sounds have been referred in general as l̥ ve r̥.

The other “common altaic” or “proto altaic” sound that has been investigated in these comparative studies was, word-initial, medial and final *d.

It is a well known fact that the word-initial d- does not exist in Old Turkic texts and this word-initial d- sound which exists in contemporary Turkic languages, is considered to have developed from Old Turkic t. Furthermore, out of a total of 20 Turkic languages, this word-initial d- sound is more frequent especially in the Oghuz group Turkic languages (namely Turkish, Azerbaidjani, Gagauz and Turkmen), Tuva and Salar (→ Salır) languages.

The word initial and word final d of Old Turkic, which is seen in various different forms in contemporary Turkic languages, is used as an important criterion for classifying these languages.

I, as a student who has devoted all his university years for
types" of loan words and their basic phonetic forms. There is a sequence of debates on setatism or rotasism, between Doerfer and Tekin in papers published in the Central Asiatic Journal (Doerfer 1984; Tekin 1975).

Ramstedt and Poppe, or, Clauson and Doerfer naturally had their adherents and opponents, but they all tried to interpret the subject within their own specific research domain contributing an enormous amount to the topics of study (Ramstedt 1952, 1957, 1966; Poppe 1960, 1965). Menges for instance analysed the problem within the framework of Asiatic languages while Tekin treated the subject by analysing the old and new sound new patterns of Old Turkish and Mongolian within the data he obtained from these languages (Menges 1968; Tekin 1969, 1975, 1979, 1986, 1991).

Ramstedt also used Korean for his comparisons but, the subsequent researches on the subject proved that a considerable amount of his examples did not actually belong to the lexical inventory of the languages that he intended for (Ramstedt 1949).

Miller took up Japanese and Korean along with the other Altaic languages but his comparisons are more specific and detailed on Korean and Mongolian rather than Turkic and Mongolian (Miller 1971). Miller's recent researches on prefixes etc. has been evaluated by Menges (Menges 1975; later also J. Janhunen).

In short, the languages treated under the title of Altaic languages, were compared phonetically based on the contrasts of lexicological evidence. In their essays Clauson and Doerfer, claim that the references used by Altaists as evidences of linguistic kinship, are in fact quotations from an 'unknown era' before the written records of that particular language. Or they judge these words as borrowings from the other asiatic languages. In Doerfer's research, one can see examples which describes the titles of social rank under this heading. The words like, tegin "prince", bitếcin "secretary", tengirin "the sky" are included in this group (Doerfer 1993a, 1993b).

These comparisons proved that the closest language to Turkish is Mongolian. Furthermore, it has been discovered that the closest language to Mongolian is Manchu-Tungusian in this group. Whether fostered by linguistic kinship or by borrowing, these comparative studies revealed important results. The corresponding lexical items in Turkic and Mongolian proved the fact that:

One syllable words in Turkic correspond to two syllable examples in Mongolian, and, two syllable words in Turkic correspond to three syllable examples in Mongolian (mostly from Ölmez 1991).

CT yaş “to hide, to cover” = Mo. *dali-
CT yeş “a kind of plant” = Mo. *dere + (dereşün)
CT yeğ “better” = Mo. degediği (degeği + dü)
CT yavşar “a saddle-gall” = Mo. dayar (dayar + tu)
CT yüz “face” = Mo. düri

Though very few, there are nevertheless some conflicting examples to this rule, like, a single syllable Turkic word corresponding to a single syllable Mongolian word or a double syllable Turkic word corresponding to a double syllable Mongolian word.

CT yaqu “a rain-coat” = Mo. daqu

In the phonetic studies, the Common Turkic ʎ and ʃ sounds have been compared mostly with Mo. l, lj, r sounds and the proto forms of these sounds have been referred in general as ʎ and ʃ.

The other “common altaic” or “proto altaic” sound that has been investigated in these comparative studies was, word-initial, medial and final ɟd.

It is a well known fact that the word-initial ɟd- does not exist in Old Turkic texts and this word-initial ɟd- sound which exists in contemporary Turkic languages, is considered to have developed from Old Turkic ɟ. Furthermore, out of a total of 20 Turkic languages, this word-initial ɟd- sound is more frequent especially in the Oghuz group Turkic languages (namely Turkish, Azerbaijani, Gagauz and Turkmen), Tuva and Salar (→ Salir) languages.

The word initial and word final d of Old Turkic, which is seen in various different forms in contemporary Turkic languages, is used as an important criterion for classifying these languages.

I, as a student who has devoted all his university years for
studying and doing research on the subject, have noticed some socio-cultural reverberations this theory and I would like to point out a few aspects of it. Most of the scientists who are the native speakers of Altaic languages, especially the Turks, had a relatively sentimental approach to these problems. They genuinely hoped that the linguistic kinship between these languages might prove true. So they always tried to answer the most intriguing phonetically and lexical puzzles of these languages in their own impartial fashion. If I have to tell my own judgement about the Japanese linguists whose language is always compared and contrasted with the South Eastern Tamil, Tibet and Oceanian languages, they have a very sceptical approach towards the idea of kinship of their own language with the other Altaic languages. Statistically speaking, there would be no more than a handful scholars who would cherish the Altaic idea in Japan. In Korea however, at least according to my own observations, their approach is similar to the situation in Turkey. A part of the Korean scholars are more inclined toward the idea of forming linguistic kinship with the other Altaic languages and they are willing to base it on scientific grounds.

As for myself, having been a disciple of Prof. Talat Tekin since my university years, I had been an ardent defender of the theory of Altaic languages. Therefore, I have especially concentrated on Proto-Altaic or, with a less biased term, on Common-Altaic languages. At the end of my research I have published the data I gathered on initial d in 1991. Of course, there were some items that I was not totally convinced on the ‘word medial-d’ at that time so I did not include them in that publication (Ölmez, unpublished).

From 1992 on, I took Classical Mongolian courses for 2 years under Prof. Gerhard Doerfer. I took up the lexicology of (Secret History / Manghol un Niúča Tobca’an) to be able get my certificate for that seminar. During my research, I tried to compare the lexicon of the Secret History prepared by Haenisch, with Old Turkic, and I tried to identify the mutual loan words in both languages. Finally, I have classified the common items under four headings.

1. Turkic loan words in Mongolian
2. Mongolian loan words in Turkic

3. Common words
4. Common borrowings

Now I would like to give you a few well known examples (Ölmez, mostly from unpublished study, partly published 2013):

1. tü. → mo.

   ayil ‘Lager, Jurtenlager’
   baśa ‘auch, weiter, sodann’
   belcir ‘Talschlucht; Fluß(austritt?)’
   erde ‘früher’
   erdem ‘Fähigkeit’
   jil ‘Jahr’
   mung ‘Schwierigkeit’
   ulus ‘zugehöriges Volk’

2. mo. → tü.

   alacuh ‘Zelt’
   arḫamji ‘Leitstrick’
   ayimah ‘(Volks-) Stamm’
   jebe ‘Kriegsgerät‘; kämpfen’
   maral ‘Hirschkuh’
   narin ‘fein, genau’
   olke ‘Vorderseite des Berges’
   šulen ‘Suppe’

3. Gemeinsame Wörter (Common Words in Mongolian and Turkic)

   ahta ‘Wallach, Pferd‘, attı. at
   ajihrê ‘Hengst‘ = attı. adyır
   bi ‘ich’ = attı. bàn
   cilao’un ‘Stein’ = attı. taş
studying and doing research on the subject, have noticed some socio-cultural reverberations this theory and I would like to point out a few aspects of it. Most of the scientists who are the native speakers of Altaic languages, especially the Turks, had a relatively sentimental approach to these problems. They genuinely hoped that the linguistic kinship between these languages might prove true. So they always tried to answer the most intriguing phonetically and lexical puzzles of these languages in their own impartial fashion. If I have to tell my own judgement about the Japanese linguists whose language is always compared and contrasted with the South Eastern Tamil, Tibetan and Oceanian languages, they have a very sceptical approach towards the idea of kinship of their own language with the other Altaic languages. Statistically speaking, there would be no more than a handful scholars who would cherish the Altaic idea in Japan. In Korea however, at least according to my own observations, their approach is similar to the situation in Turkey. A part of the Korean scholars are more inclined toward the idea of forming linguistic kinship with the other Altaic languages and they are willing to base it on scientific grounds.

As for myself, having been a disciple of Prof. Talat Tekin since my university years, I had been an ardent defender of the theory of Altaic languages. Therefore, I have especially concentrated on Proto-Altaic or, with a less biased term, on Common-Altaic languages. At the end of my research I have published the data I gathered on initial d in 1991. Of course, there were some items that I was not totally convinced on the ‘word medial-d’ at that time so I did not include them in that publication (Olmez, unpublished).

From 1992 on, I took Classical Mongolian courses for 2 years under Prof. Gerhard Doerfer. I took up the lexicology of (Secret History / Manghol un Niuča Tobca’an) to be able get my certificate for that seminar. During my research, I tried to compare the lexicon of the Secret History prepared by Haenisch, with Old Turkic, and I tried to identify the mutual loan words in both languages. Finally, I have classified the common items under four headings.

1. Turkic loan words in Mongolian
2. Mongolian loan words in Turkic
3. Common words
4. Common borrowings

Now I would like to give you a few well known examples (Olmez, mostly from unpublished study, partly published 2013):

1. tü. → mo.
   ayil ‘Lager, Jurtenlager’
   basa ‘auch, weiter, sodann’
   belcir ‘Talschlucht; Fluß(austritt?)’
   erde ‘früher’
   erdem ‘Fähigkeit’
   jīl ‘Jahr’
   mung ‘Schwierigkeit’
   ulus ‘zugehöriges Volk’

2. mo. → tü.
   alacuh ‘Zelt’
   arḫamji ‘Leitstrick’
   ayimah ‘(Volks-) Stamm’
   jebe ‘Kriegsgerät’; kämpfen
   maral ‘Hirschkuh’
   narin ‘fein, genau’
   olke ‘Vorderseite des Berges’
   šulen ‘Suppe’

3. Gemeinsame Wörter (Common Words in Mongolian and Turkic)
   ahta ‘Wallach, Pferd’, attü. at
   ajirha ‘Hengst’ = attü. adýr
   bi ‘ich’ = attü. bān
   cilao’un ‘Stein’ = attü. taš
4. Gemeinsame Entlehungen (Common Borrowings in Mongolian and Turkic)

darhan 'frei, unabhängig' = atü. targa, tarxan
gungju (= chm. gong-zhu ) Prinzessin = atü. qanchay
ha'an, ḥaban 'Kaiser, Herrscher' = atü. qayan
ḥadun, ḥatu(n) 'Frau, Gattin' = atü. qatun
ḥamuh 'alle, die gesamten' = atü. qamay
ḥan 'Kaiser' = atü. qan
ordo 'Palast' = atü. ordo
tume(n) 'zehntausend' = atü. tımən

During my research it was especially the common words in the third category that made me think about the origin of the "proto Altaic" words. If I have to admit, these mutual words in a way, made me feel like sharing the views of Clauson and Doerfer about their objection on "Proto-Altaic" constructions. My starting point of rejection is not one of a religious motivation but it is purely scientific and phonetic. Please look at the common words in the 'Secret History', starting with the first MM ńha'ta and the at words in Old Turkish.

### Common Turkic-Mongolian Words (According to MM and OT from an unpublished study, in German)
(Haenisch's edition: Wörterbuch zu Manghol un Niuca Tobe'can)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monghol un Niuca Tobe'can</th>
<th>Old Turkic and Middle Turkic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aha 'Wallach, Pferd'</td>
<td>= gtü. at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ajirâbu 'heimkehren, sich trennen'</td>
<td>= atü. adfr-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ajîba 'Hengst'</td>
<td>= atü. ḥadîr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aman 'Mund'; amasar chin. kou 'Auslaß, Paß, Talöffnung'; amatu 'einen Mund haben'</td>
<td>= atü. (MK) am 'die weiblichen Geschlechtorgane'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ani 'sie, jene'</td>
<td>= atü. ol, aber Akk., Gen. usw. ani, aniŋ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ara'ar 'großer Zahn'</td>
<td>= atü. ariy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arhal 'Ortsname; trockener Mist'</td>
<td>= MK arq, Xalaq harq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'atlıhu (= ħatuxux) 'greifen, halten'</td>
<td>= atü. adağa-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;bayan 'der Reiche, als Beiname'</td>
<td>= atü. bay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bi 'ich'</td>
<td>= atü. bân</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bolju 'sein, werden'; bolui 'es geht'</td>
<td>= atü. bol-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>boro 'grau'</td>
<td>= atü. bɔx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bura'u 'zweijährliges Rind'</td>
<td>= atü. buraŋy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cilao'un 'Stein'</td>
<td>= atü. ṭAŞ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daḥalu 'hintergehen, folgen'</td>
<td>= atü. ʃayu - 'sich nähern'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daḥu 'Pelz'</td>
<td>= atü. (MK) yoyu, yoyu 'Regenmantel'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daiyan 'Feind'; dayin 'Feind'</td>
<td>= atü. yanį</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dala 'Schirm, Schutze'; daldarîhu 'sich der Pflicht entziehen, sich 'drücken'; daldaṭu 'sich verbergen, sich decken'</td>
<td>= atü. yanį</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>daruţu 'drücken, unterdrücken'</td>
<td>= atü. yaŋ-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>darun 'immer, ständig nacheinander'</td>
<td>= atü. (MK) yarin 'Morgen, Morgenfrüh'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de're 'hoch'</td>
<td>= atü. yeg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>del 'Mähne'</td>
<td>= osm., ttü. yele, juk. sîl (&lt; &quot;yel&quot;)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4. Gemeinsame Entlehnungen (Common Borrowings in Mongolian and Turkic)

darhan 'frei, unabhängig' = atī. *targan,* *tarxan*
gungju (= chin. *gong-zhu*) Prinzessin = atī. *qunčuy*
ha'an, ḥahan 'Kaiser, Herrscher' = atī. *qayan*
ḥadun, ḥatu(n) 'Frau, Gattin' = atī. *qatun*
ḥamuh 'alle, die gesamten' = atī. *qamay*
ḥan 'Kaiser' = atī. *qan*
ordo 'Palast' = atī. *ordu*
tume(n) 'zehntausend' = atī. *tümän*

During my research it was especially the common words in the third category that made me think about the origin of the "proto Altaic" words. If I have to admit, these mutual words in a way, made me feel like sharing the views of Clauson and Doerfer about their objection on "Proto-Altaic" constructions. My starting point of rejection is not one of a religious motivation but it is purely scientific and phonetic. Please look at the common words in the 'Secret History', starting with the first MM *ahta* and the at words in Old Turkish.
For the defenders of Altaic Language Theory, this corresponded constitutes a plausible evidence for the language kinship and they are trying to improve on the evidences for 'Mo. -kt- = CT -t'. (You can look at the article of T. Tekin on the 'Consonant lack in Pre-Turkic' (1978).

The mutual common words are interpreted as borrowings by the opponents of this theory. For instance, the third example aţi 'stallion' = atu. adîr. According to Clauson this old Turkic word existed in Mongolian as acirğâ [i.e. aîrûta] a since the very early period [A very early (First Period) l.w. in Mong. 1972: 47b].

 Actually, as long as we go back, the common elements increase, but when we come to contemporary times they decrease.

In order to support the idea of Altaic Language Theory, one must establish trilingual examples as T. Tekin emphasized in his lectures. Bilingual examples only reveals the weak points of the theory. In the case of Mo., Tu. and Manchu-Tungusian languages, whenever a 'seemingly' common word appears, it usually seems to be a loan word in Manchu-Tungusian borrowed from Mongolian. Perhaps the weakest point of the theory is the situation that the common words exist in Turkic and Manchu-Tungusian but not in Mongolian. The situation can be formulated as follows,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mo.</th>
<th>Manchu-Tung.</th>
<th>Turkic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under the circumstances we can summarize the data on "word medial and word final -d" as follows,

I. Common words that can be traced back to a more archaic source.

The phonetic and semantic relationship in this group of words gives us the impression that these lexical items evidently go to a common origin. I can include the following four examples in this group and leave out the fifth example with a question mark:

For the defenders of Altaic Language Theory, this corresponded constitutes a plausible evidence for the language kinship and they are trying to improve on the evidences for ‘Mo. -*kr = CT -*r’. (You can look at the article of T. Tekin on the ‘Consonant lack in Pre-Turkic’ (1978).

The mutual common words are interpreted as borrowings by the opponents of this theory. For instance, the third example aürha ‘stallion’ = atü. aðyir. According to Clauson this old Turkic word existed in Mongolian as acirgä [i.e. aürgä] a since early period [A very early (First Period) l.-w. in Mong. 1972: 47b].

Actually, as long as we go back, the common elements increase, but when we come to contemporary times they decrease.

In order to support the idea of Altaic Language Theory, one must establish trilingual examples as T. Tekin emphasized in his lectures. Bilingual examples only reveals the weak points of the theory. In the case of Mo., Tu. and Manchu-Tungusian languages, whenever a ‘seemingly’ common word appears, it usually seems to be a loan word in Manchu-Tungusian borrowed from Mongolian. Perhaps the weakest point of the theory is the situation that the common words exist in Turkic and Manchu-Tungusian but not in Mongolian. The situation can be formulated as follows,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mo.</th>
<th>Manchu-Tung.</th>
<th>Turkic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ø</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Under the circumstances we can summarize the data on “word medial and word final -d” as follows,

I. Common words that can be traced back to a more archaic source.

The phonetic and semantic relationship in this group of words gives us the impression that these lexical items evidently go to a common origin. I can include the following four examples in this group and leave out the fifth example with a question mark:

II. Here again I give a list of words which were probably borrowed inter linguistically but they still need a plausible and convincing phonetic-semantic explanation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CT</th>
<th>OT</th>
<th>Modern Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ant “oath” [and id. “to swear”]</td>
<td>~ Mo. anda</td>
<td>~ Mo. Omo. qadum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bedik “big; high”</td>
<td>~ Mo. biddigun, biddigun ‘big’</td>
<td>~ Mo. kejim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bedis “ornamentation, decoration; form”</td>
<td>~ Mo. bider, bider ‘decoration’</td>
<td>~ Mo. kejep, Bur. baheze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bod “stature, the size of a man”</td>
<td>~ Mo. bod (mal) ‘big, bigger’</td>
<td>~ Mo. qidary ‘edge, border’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bodu “to dye”</td>
<td>~ Mo. budu</td>
<td>~ Mo. gahwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yaq “to spread out”</td>
<td>~ Mo. jada</td>
<td>~ Mo. Jadum ‘parts, chest’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oyrot, Telelit yilek</td>
<td>~ Mo. jigshe</td>
<td>~ Mo. qidih ‘to follow’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ed “a manufactured article”</td>
<td>~ Mo. edige</td>
<td>~ Mo. qidih ‘time’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>idu, eda, CT yed ‘master, owner’, in Moslem texts often “the Lord”</td>
<td>~ Mo. ejen</td>
<td>~ Mo. aata ‘evening’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ed ‘(ed) “to carry”</td>
<td>~ Mo. edde</td>
<td>~ Mo. yedra ‘to be unable’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kenti, kandi, kenti “self”</td>
<td>~ Mo. gendii, gende ‘dog’ (masculine)</td>
<td>~ Mo. gahwa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ida “to send”</td>
<td>~ Mo. ida ‘to send etc.’</td>
<td>~ Mo. qadum ‘(for lama) to bleat’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eda ‘high’</td>
<td>~ Mo. ida ‘active, energetic, powerful’</td>
<td>~ Mo. qadum ‘related by marriage’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gahwa ‘rock’</td>
<td>~ Mo. qahwa</td>
<td>~ Mo. Omo. qadum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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